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WEATHER REPORT – SATURDAY 10TH DECEMBER  

YESTERDAY 
 
Significant areas of high cloud this morning – streaming down from the TC Alenga. That cloud decreased during the 
afternoon and the Cu cloud convection remained over the land and was pushed away from the coast by the sea breeze. 
The resulting SW-SSW sea breeze was certainly more regular in the development. At Fishrocks, the breeze turned at 11.10 
and was in the right phase from 11.30 to 14.30 and the max breeze was from 1530 through to 1800 with 15-18 kts.  
 
FISHROCK  ( http://www.weatherdata.com.au/perth2011/) 
8     117/9.7 
10   145/6.5 
12   217/9.3 
14   215/14.8 
16   203/16.5 
18   202/15.2 
 
SITUATION 
A new high pressure ridge is under WA and the WA trough is restricted to the northern half of the state. Over the next 2 
days, the trough will deepen again down the coast and low pressure is expected close to Perth on Monday and Tuesday 
morning before it moves inland and then tracks away to the east. Cloud will again be feature from tomorrow and 
particularly Monday and Tuesday with some rain likely. The rain is likely in the form of showers or isolated thunderstorms. 
 
TODAY 
For a change – today should be mostly sunny. Enjoy while you have it, as the the cloud will be increasing again from 
tomorrow. 
 
Wind this morning is from the E-ESE and looks to be in most of the morning, though softening and likely to be difficult for 
racing from 10am through to the onset of the sea breeze that is expected around midday. Good consistent sailing sea 
breeze expected after 1pm. The sea breeze is likely to start offshore and come in quickly to the beach and then build 
rapidly. 
 
FORECAST  (MWD; TWS = mean wind speed with no gust) 
0800   090-110/13-17 
1000   100-130/12-6   softening 
1200   dropping to near zero then WSW/8-12 in quickly from noon  
1400   200-220/12-15   with 14-17 offshore at Rotto 
1600   190-210/15-18    with 16-22 offshore 
1800   180-200/13-17   
 
WAVES 
Can see the wave graph at    http://www.transport.wa.gov.au/imarine/19146.asp 
WAVES  Morning:  1m offshore and 0.5m in close.  Afternoon: 1.4-1.8mm offshore and 1.2m in close 
SWELL  1m  
 
OUTLOOK 
SUN 11  E NE-E/10-13 then SSW/14-18 
MON 12  E-ESE/15-18 with late S-SSW/10-13  more cloud and showers/storms nearby and to the N-E 
TUE 13   SE/15-20 – maybe no sea breeze or S/10-15 for s time? Showers and storms nearby, slowly contracting to the E 
WED 14  ESE/10-15 then SW-SSW/10-153  showers should have cleared 
THU 15   E/10-15 then SW-SSW/15-20  
FRI 16   ESE/15-20 then SSW/8-14 
SAT 17  E-NE/12-15 then WSW-SW/10-13 
SUN 18  NE/10-13 then WSW-SW/10-14 
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